
Travel 4 

Chiswick - Syon house - Kew garden 

Travel 4 lets you discover some important and beautiful parks in west London: Chiswick, 
Gunnersbury, Syon and Kew/the Botanic Garden. 

The tour lasts the whole day, a walk of 15 miles, that can be shortened, if you can take 
a taxi from time to time. 

Start at Chiswick House.  Take a bus or a taxi to arrive there. 

 

The first Palladian house in UK 
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Chiswick was a summer house to Lord Burlington, an intellectual politician. He built it 
after his trip to Italy in 1700. He fell in love with the style of the Venetian villas, that 
Palladio was famous for, but well 200 years earlier. 

When he returned, he designed self the house.  

It was the first building in Palladian style in UK. 

A visit inside is much recommended, because it has so many interesting things to see. It 
is not huge, but amazingly beautiful. 

The park is very nice, one of the first parks designed in English panoramic style. It’s 
style was inspired by the garden of the Emperor Hadrian's Villa Adriana at Tivoli in Rome, 
with statues and small buildings in the green. It was the start of creating a type of 
garden which eventually would become known internationally as the English Landscape 
Garden. 
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Then, go to the centre of Chiswick to see a new building development with lakes and 
cascades. 

 

 

Gunnersbury Park. 
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Then continue toward west to see Gunnersbury Park: Probably better to take a taxi here, 
because it is a bit long road and the traffic is heavy here. 

 

Fields in Gunnersbury Park 

 

 

 

A short story of the park, built by Lionel Nathan Rothschild 
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Gunnersbury Park 

Gunnersbury Park is a classical London park, with secular trees, meadows, lake and 
sport fields. Lot of people with their dogs inside. 

Not a pretentious park but very original and very pleasant. 

A major project to modernize Gunnersbury park is under way. Then better to visit it now, 
because architects, as usually, will start to plan everything, also sidewalks for birds. We 
can only expect the destruction of its naturalness. 

 

After Gunnersbury, walk or take a taxi to Syon House. 
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Syon House, entrance 

 

Syon House. 

An historical house, with park, of first class.  

After Syon House go to Kew Garden/the renowned Botanical Garden of London with 
many important species. 
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Kew Garden / London’s Botanic Garden 

 

After Kew Gardens, in the proximity, 288 Kew Route, you will find a beautiful, very 
famous, tea house, called the Original Maids of Honour. A lovely little place. Feels like 
time travel. 

 

The Original Maids of Honour, 288 Kew Road 

And then the tour is finished. 

 

 

 

 


